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Abstract: Ratified in 2019, the Nibi Declaration of Treaty #3 voices the relationship with water (Nibi)
and jurisdictional responsibility that all Anishinaabe citizens have within the Treaty #3 territory. It
affirms the responsibilities and relationships that others living within the territory should have with
the water and ensures that the spirit of Nibi is central to decision-making and water governance.
This article details the process of developing The Declaration, in accordance with the Treaty #3
lawmaking process and, which was driven by women, in ceremony, with the help of Gitiizii m-inaanik,
and with the input of The Nation as a whole. This process embodies nationhood, sovereignty,
and Anishinaabe jurisdiction as it relates to the environment and water, in accordance with the
Manito Aki Inakonigaawin (Mother Earth law). Every person has a relationship with water. The
process of nurturing that relationship through the teachings exemplified in the implementation of
The Declaration will provide clarity on the responsibilities and partnerships that must be developed
to protect the water for future generations.
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1. Introduction
This article details the process of developing the Nibi Declaration of Treaty #3. From
the initial discussions among The Women’s Council, followed by the engagement of Gitiizii
m-inaanik (elders) in the ceremonies and development of the drafts, to the regional and
national engagements, culminating with the final ratification of the document (in written
and oral form) by The Nation, the process was driven by women, in the ceremony, with
participation with The Nation in ways that reflect the Treaty #3 lawmaking process.
The Nibi Declaration voices the relationship with water and jurisdictional responsibility that all Anishinaabe citizens have within the territory. It also affirms the responsibilities
and relationships that others living within the territory should have with the water in it. In
many ways, and, including through the ceremonial and community engagement process,
The Declaration is responsive to the water and its desire to be engaged with through the
terms of The Declaration. The key pillars of the development of The Declaration were,
therefore, the ceremonies and the engagement throughout the process. This mirrored
the Treaty #3 lawmaking process and included ratification through ceremony and by The
Nation at The National Assembly in 2019.
Below, we situate the Nibi Declaration process as an affirmation of jurisdiction, based
on Anishinaabe laws. Its purpose is to give effect to the Manito Aki Inakonigaawin (MAI or
Mother Earth Law) and to help advance the watershed management planning in the Treaty
#3 territory.
The partnership between Decolonizing Water Governance [1], the Territorial Planning
Unit (TPU) of Grand Council Treaty #3 (GCT3) and The Women’s Council illustrates the
importance of grounding research in ceremony and the protocols of The Nation. The
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methodology was community-engaged and community-led through the conception of
the research models and each phase of the collaboration. This approach was engaged in
helping anchor the Anishinaabe jurisdiction, decolonize the processes of decision-making
in relation to water, and re-center water relationships within the territory.
The consistent emphasis on language throughout the life of the project, its central
importance in the ceremonial aspects of the development of The Declaration, the equally
authoritative interpretation of the text in Anishinaabemowin and the ongoing discussions
on the transmission of knowledge and future educational curricula exemplifies the important role that language has in both conceptualizing responsibility and articulating concepts
through an Anishinaabe lens.
As essential as the building of The Declaration as a core policy document is the plan to
implement the principles through sharing of information, intergenerational transmission,
education, public engagement and action. For example, initiatives like a Nibi Declaration
website (currently in development) with teachings, songs and other key information that
is representative of the diversity of water relationships, teachings, language and songs
throughout the Treaty #3 territory will provide a repository of information and a platform
for engagement.
In the concluding section, this article canvasses some of the short-, medium- and
longer-term implications of The Declaration for The Nation, on water governance more
generally, and on the development of policy, including the potential recognition in law
(both western and Anishinaabe) of the agency and spiritedness. It also questions whether
the framework of legal personhood of water (recognizing the inherent rights of the water
itself) may apply in the Treaty 3 Anishinaabe context.
2. The Women’s Vision: The Importance of Stating the Relationship to Nibi through
the Declaration
Located in the land of rock and water (Anishinaabe aki or sometimes also known as
the Canadian Shield), Treaty #3 is host to an abundance of water—lakes, streams, rivers,
springs, etc. The Treaty #3 Anishinaabe territory spans 55,000 square miles between North
Western Ontario and Eastern Manitoba. Treaty #3 is home to 28 Anishinaabe First Nations
communities with a total population of approximately 25,000. Since time immemorial, and
through the exercise of sacred relationships and responsibilities, the Anishinaabe of the
region has worked to protect and respect the water throughout the territory. Water is life [1],
and it is the lifeblood of all of Creation. It is through this lens, anchored in Anishinaabe
worldview, that the responsibilities and relationship to Nibi rest with The Anishinaabe
Nation of Treaty #3.
Early in the process, The Women’s Council developed a statement of purpose for The
Declaration project—Aaniin Wengi iji chi ge’wiin (Why are we doing this) [2].
This Nibi Declaration is about respect, love, and our sacred relationship with Nibi
and the life that it brings. It is based on Gitiizii m-inaanik teachings about Nibi, aki/lands,
other elements (including air and wind) and all of Creation. This knowledge will be
preserved and shared through the declaration with our youth and future generations.
Anishinaabe-ikwewag has a sacred responsibility to Nibi. This declaration will guide us in
our relationship with Nibi so we can take action individually, in our communities and as a
Nation to help ensure healthy, living Nibi for all of Creation.
Rich in timber, minerals and other natural bounties, natural resource extraction in the
Treaty #3 Territory began before the Treaty relationship with the Crown was confirmed in
1873. In 1997, The Anishinaabe Nation of Treaty #3 ratified the Manito Aki Inakonigewin
(Mother Earth law), the first written law of The Anishinaabe Nation. This overarching
legislation outlines the principles that guide decision-making and consultation with respect to the development of natural resources within the Treaty #3 territory. The Nation
has affirmed its collective interest over the territory and has committed itself to uphold
the sacred relationship to lands and waters in light of persistent economic and resource
development pressures in the territory.
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Current projects within the territory include two active mines with increasing mining claims, a potential deep geological repository for nuclear waste, and ongoing and
cumulative impacts, including deforestation, hydroelectric development, tourism and
cottage development. The territory also has experienced historical water impacts, the
scars of which continue to be felt today. For example, the mercury contamination of the
English-Wabigoon River system; the damming of Lake of the Woods, Lac Seul and the
Winnipeg River; and the Shoal Lake Aqueduct, which provides drinking water to the city
of Winnipeg, each contribute to the cumulative impact on the waterscape.
The discourse in Canada has largely progressed to include references to various forms
of traditional knowledge (TK) or Indigenous knowledge (IK) and the protection of Aboriginal rights with respect to environmental decision-making and impacts on the exercise of
constitutionally protected rights. However, in practice, the implementation of such ideas
has yet to be achieved in a meaningful way. Governments and industries struggle with the
application of Indigenous knowledge and values to decision-making. Existing colonial and
hierarchical structures based on capitalist values continue to dominate over Indigenous-led
decision-making. Extraction and resource manipulation has had a direct negative impact
on the exercise of inherent and treaty rights of The Anishinaabe Nation and those of other
Indigenous peoples. Decision-making authority has been stripped from Anishinaabe, and
decisions are made to capture a wide variety of interests, often privileging industry, tourism
and recreational cottage use of the lands and waters over the interests and authority of
the Indigenous peoples. The balancing of multiple (and at times conflicting) interests has
resulted in the exclusion of the values and jurisdiction inherently held by The Anishinaabe
Nation of Treaty #3 and excluded The Nation from regulation and decision-making with
respect to development and management throughout the Winnipeg River basin [3].
The Anishinaabe of Treaty #3 is not waiting for external validation or recognition.
However, The Nation continues to collaborate with others to realize their responsibilities
relating to water [4]. The Nibi Declaration provides the vision for Grand Council Treaty #3
to develop watershed management planning based on inherent jurisdiction and in order
to reaffirm and assert Anishinaabe responsibilities as they relate to Nibi. It provides the
foundation and brings forth the voice of The Anishinaabe Nation in relation to Nibi and the
responsibilities and values that will guide the protection and respect of Nibi for the future.
3. Planning for the Future—And for the Watershed
In part, the Nibi Declaration was meant to provide a foundation for the development
of a Watershed Management Plan for the Treaty #3 territory. Rooted in the Anishinaabe Law
of Manito Aki Inakonigaawin [5] and guided through the Nibi Declaration, the management
planning is an exercise of nationhood, which ensures that the inclusion of Anishinaabe
laws through the four-direction (North, East, South, West) governance model of The
Nation (social, economic, cultural and environmental) [6]. The Declaration is an assertion
of Anishinaabe Nibi inaakonigewin and responsibilities for ongoing water management
and governance within Treaty #3. It is connected to the MAI, which is the overarching
legislation that guides the relationship with Mother Earth for The Nation and for those
who are proposing to impact the lands and waters within the territory.
This watershed management planning process includes four pillars linked to The
Declaration:

•
•
•
•

Governance;
Ceremony;
Community-based monitoring; and
Outreach/education [7].

Each of the four pillars of the Watershed Management Plan is interconnected, supporting each other and creating a holistic management model. With the guidance of the
declaration, these pillars inform policy, engagement and decision-making in relation to
water and all of Creation. The watershed management planning process guides the understanding of the past and present and helps map out future implications of resource
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development in Treaty #3 through a community-driven process. Each pillar draws from
the voice and understandings of The Anishinaabe Nation, as affirmed in The Declaration,
and creates opportunities to work in partnership to protect and fulfill the responsibilities
to Nibi.
Water governance in Canada lacks cohesion and effective coordination considering
the various federal, provincial, municipal, and Indigenous environmental laws and regulations, along with the interests of multiple third-party stakeholders [8]. The jurisdictional
fragmentation that occurs between the federal, provincial, municipal and Indigenous governments [8] often results in poor sharing of information and resources, a lack of cohesion
in policies and programs, and difficulty implementing and monitoring a variety of different
water programs and standards [9].
On the other hand, decentralization, if inclusive of governmental, Indigenous, and industry perspectives, allows for water policies and programs to be responsive and adaptive
to local needs [9]. Inclusivity of and deference to Indigenous perspectives, ecological and
environmental knowledge, and Indigenous laws allows for an equal role between governments and Indigenous Nations in water governance. The method of inclusion of Indigenous
peoples is often through constitutionally mandated consultation; however, this is not an
adequate method of responding to shared ecological governance and management [10,11].
Consultation does not engage consent or active participation in decision-making. Shared
water governance, on the other hand, involves non-state actors in the decision-making
process regarding water resource development and management [12]. In the case of Indigenous Nations, this engagement in decision-making takes place on the basis of inherent
jurisdiction and Indigenous legal orders.
We suggest that Indigenous participation in decision-making (particularly through the
optics of consultation) is not sufficient. Enabling decision-making authority as a recognition
of Indigenous jurisdiction is recognizes Indigenous self-determination and environmental
management [13]. Indigenous Nations are asserting jurisdiction and decision-making
power over water and environmental concerns through measures such as the Nibi Declaration. The re-politicization of water governance reflects the rejection of state-imposed
roles for Indigenous nations in environmental governance, particularly in the nature of
management rather than governance. Water governance includes the “development and
management of water resources and delivery of water services” through the political and
administrative processes initiated by decision-makers [12]. The declaration, along with
other jurisdictional assertions of Indigenous laws, affirms Indigenous jurisdiction over
water governance and management [14].
Guiding the work of the TPU, both the MAI and Declaration provide the vision for
watershed management planning for The Anishinaabe Nation. GCT3 and the TPU, with
guidance from Gitiizii m-inaanik, the MAI and the Nibi Declaration, will continue to work
in partnership with people throughout the Territory in order to share the Anishinaabe
worldview, laws and values. This broader mobilization of knowledge and ethic of the partnership will be essential to the development of policies and practices within the watershed
that are respectful of all knowledge systems. It will also help fulfill common desires to
work collectively to protect the water that flows through the Treaty #3 Territory. Partnerships based on the MAI, The Declaration and Anishinaabe inaakonigewin will advance the
recognition of Anishinaabe jurisdiction and governance as it relates to Nibi.
4. Anishinaabe Nibi Inaakonigewin (Water Law)
Anishinaabe inaakonigewin is generated from different sources, the understanding and
application of, which is a lifelong practice requiring a progression through levels. Each level
of law is part of a set of concentric circles sourced in spiritual law and dependent on each
other for complete legal understanding (see Figure 1-Sources of Anishinaabe Inaakonigewin
(law)). Humans observe the application of spiritual law in the natural environment, as
applied by other beings in Creation. Customary law is based on spiritual and natural law.
This involves accepting responsibility in relation to our relatives.
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1. Sources
of Anishinaabe
Inaakonigewin
(law) [19]. Copyright 2018 Centre for Institutional
Governance Innovation.
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[19].water are not
starkly distinguished under Anishinaabe inaakonigewin; the two are connected and their
jurisdictions complementary [19]. For example, creation stories teach that the land is our
mother, and the rivers are her veins. In accordance with creation stories, the original mother
is a spirited being, and relationships with her are the foundations of relationships within
all Creation. Bodies of water or waterways are independent entities with spirits, who are
looked after and acknowledged and named in ceremonies and prayer [19].
Women have a special and distinct relationship to water in many Indigenous cultures [24] This relationship is based on cultural beliefs, social practices, economic contexts,
and women’s role in reproduction [24]. Water is associated with birth [25–29] The waters of
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the womb sustain new life and transport it from the spirit world to the physical world [24].
Anishinaabe kweyag (women) maintain a special relationship of care with water as water
carriers and keepers of sacred birth water. This inherent responsibility to act as keepers
of the water has never been relinquished [30]. Women’s powerful spiritual connection
to water and the significant responsibilities of guarding and managing water sources go
beyond the relationship of giving life: “Our relationship with water is not just about our
relationship with giving life; it’s a relationship based in thinking about how we live on the
earth. That’s really lifelong learning [24].”
Because of their ability to harbor and nurture new life, women have a special connection to the life force represented by water [24]. Anishinaabe kwewag (women) have a
sacred responsibility to Nibi and should be included in all decision-making relating to Nibi.
As water protectors, women’s responsibilities are exercised on behalf of children and the
generations to come [16,17]. These responsibilities and knowledge relating to water [24]
are shared through teachings and stories [31]. Being on the land is an integral method
of acquiring and sharing Indigenous knowledge—Indigenous law is taught on and with
the land and water [32]. Water and rocks are sources for understanding legal principles,
including relationships and responsibilities. They help us understand how we govern our
interactions among ourselves and with water [16,17].
Grandmothers teach that the waters of the Earth are the veins of Mother Earth [24].
“The Earth is said to be a woman. In this way, it is understood that woman preceded
man on the Earth. She is called Mother Earth because from her come all living things.
Water is her lifeblood. It flows through her, nourishes her, and purifies her [33].”
Water is alive, has consciousness, and is healing [24–27]. It is capable of establishing
relationships with other life forms. The relationship between water within our bodies and
the water in the environment serves as a reminder of how everything is connected and
how life depends on these connections [24]. For example, disrespect for or carelessness
in managing the relationship with water affects spiritual and community well-being and
physical health [24]. The relationship between water and humans is thus responsive and
reciprocal [24]. Water can be used to heal [24].
5. The Process of Creating the Nibi Declaration
As stated in the Nibi Declaration and illustrated throughout the entire process, Nibi is
alive and has a spirit. This spirit and the relationship between Nibi and The Anishinaabe
Nation of Treaty #3 provided the guidance and foundation for the process of developing
The Declaration. Key elements of the methodology included the co-development of the
project and important roles for women, ceremony and language throughout each phase
of the process. The approach sought to reflect the Treaty #3 lawmaking process through
ceremony and community feedback.
In the first phase of research, a plan, purpose and research approach was developed
by The Women’s Council (Isobel White, Priscilla Simard, Maggie Petiquan, Anita Collins
and Rhonda Fischer, in collaboration with the Decolonizing Water and TPU technicians
(Prof. Aimée Craft, Indigenous research and PI Decolonizing Water Governance, and Lucas
King, Water Resources Specialist at GCT3, the authors of this article). The entire process
was guided by the Treaty #3 Women’s Council in recognition of the sacred relationship
and responsibility of Anishinaabe kwewag (women) as carriers of life and protectors of the
water. The women performed a ceremony, and the water was petitioned by the women
with aasema (tobacco), food and song. After canvassing multiple Declarations and other
information about Anishinaabe law and water governance, The Women’s Council and
authors identified the statement of purpose identified above.
In the planning stages, The Women’s Council reinforced the need for Nation-based
engagement to engage all people in Treaty #3 (Indigenous and non-Indigenous). A core
set of Gitiizii m-inaanik was engaged in providing advice and ceremonial instruction along
the way.
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Figure 2. Nibi Declaration Principles [2]. Copyright 2020 NIBI.
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sistently being acknowledged and asked to participate in the activities. Nibi, Elders, Leaders and The Nation provided guidance throughout the process and researchers provided
tools and mechanisms in order for this vision to be brought forward in The Declaration.
In this style, the process remains adaptive and reflective of the partnerships developed
and the guidance delivered through Nibi. The respect, trust and relationships developed
8 of 15
between Nibi and all involved will propel Treaty #3 Water governance forward with the
spirit of Nibi and The Declaration as part of decision-making and the fulfillment of responsibilities to Nibi.
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Figure 3. Timeline of the Nibi Declaration [2].

Technicians and members of The Women’s Council facilitated sessions across the
four regions of the Territory (Kenora (twice), Dryden, and Fort Frances). In each session,
regional particularities (language, teachings, songs, etc.) were identified. An important
piece of the regional diversity feedback was on the terms used to refer to water and types
of water. Since language is central to Anishinaabe ways of knowing, the connection to
oneself and teachings on how to live a good life [16,17], a decision was made to use the
common term in Anishinaabemowin—Nibi—to reflect all forms of water.
The community engagements resulted in a third draft of The Declaration. In total,
four drafts of the Nibi Declaration emerged through the guidance from Gitiizii m-inaanik,
ceremony, and community engagement. These drafts, leading to the Nibi Declaration, also
became the launching point for the visual representation of the sacred relationship between
The Anishinaabe Nation and Nibi. Feedback from the regional engagement sessions led
to the design of a logo that would represent The Declaration. Danielle Morrison, a visual
artist from Treaty #3, was commissioned. In her artist’s statement, she explained:
The artwork, done in the Woodlands style of Treaty #3, overall captures the essence of
the interconnectedness between water, fish, animals, plants and finally, humans. There are
two human figures, representing two generations and the responsibility we must protect
water and life for the present and for the next generation. The duality of these figures also
represents our responsibility; we must pass along the teachings of being a protector. Night
and day are reflected in both the sun and the stars. Water in various forms is presented in
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a flowing river or body of water, the rain, and the snow. All of this embodied in a single
drop of water, which can hold life, knowledge, and memory.
In the 5th phase, the fourth and final draft was presented at a National Assembly.
Delegates from each of the 28 Nations were invited to attend, and funding was provided
for travel for a woman, a youth and a Gitiizii m-inaanik. The big drum was present at the
assembly, and ceremony was integral to the process. The Declaration was endorsed in the
process, and additional suggestions were made for the implementation of The Declaration.
The Declaration was then presented, with the endorsement of The Nation at The
National Assembly and Chiefs Assembly, representing the 6th phase of the process. In May
of 2019, through ratification of a national record of decision, The Anishinaabe Nation of
Treaty #3 affirmed its sacred relationship with Nibi through the Treaty #3 Nibi Declaration.
The Declaration was interpreted in the Anishinaabemowiin language, as oral traditions
remain important in the development of trust, information sharing and strategies [34]. The
oral interpretation of The Declaration is maintained as an oral version of The Declaration
and is equally authoritative to the written (English) version of the text because languages
have a spirit that can be known through the people who understand them [35].
The Declaration and voice of The Nation were unanimously supported and were
subsequently feasted and brought to the ceremony (phase 7), laying the foundation for the
implementation of water governance in The Nation through a mirrored process to Treaty
#3 lawmaking.
In summary, the entire process, from start to finish, was guided by ceremony. Throughout the planning, The Women’s Council and planning team were engaged in ceremony and
made offerings to Nibi. The process for developing The Declaration was adaptive and, as a
whole, mirrored as closely as possible the process and methods of the Treaty #3 lawmaking
processes. The Declaration was created through the affirmation of feedback provided at the
community and regional level through a national forum, finally resulting in ratification [2].
This is an example of community-engaged research, based on Indigenous ways of knowing,
developed through Indigenous world views, knowledge and experiences [36] in response
to the direction provided by The Anishinaabe Nation of Treaty #3.
Community driven research like the one used to develop the Nibi Declaration provide
a framework of working together through Anishinaabe inaakonigewin principles and ensure
respect for and guidance from the water throughout the process. Rather than being a subject
of the research and Declaration, the water was a participant in the process, consistently
being acknowledged and asked to participate in the activities. Nibi, Elders, Leaders and
The Nation provided guidance throughout the process and researchers provided tools
and mechanisms in order for this vision to be brought forward in The Declaration. In this
style, the process remains adaptive and reflective of the partnerships developed and the
guidance delivered through Nibi. The respect, trust and relationships developed between
Nibi and all involved will propel Treaty #3 Water governance forward with the spirit of
Nibi and The Declaration as part of decision-making and the fulfillment of responsibilities
to Nibi.
While in other contexts, Indigenous research (without the direct involvement and
direction of Indigenous Nations) as scientific research implicated in colonialism remains
a powerful remembered history for many colonized people [34], through communitydriven research, being adaptive to communities, ceremonies and knowledge of Gitiizii
m-inaanik, the well-being of communities can be prioritized [37]. The process was built
on the foundation of partnerships and trust. All participants were seen as helpers to the
water; the relationships developed with The Nation and communities will continue to
bring together a strong spiritual, ceremonial and cultural basis for the implementation of
The Declaration. This process was rooted in ceremony, a defining feature of the communitydriven indigenous research process [38].
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6. Implementing the Declaration and Our Responsibilities to Nibi
Implementation of the Nibi Declaration is a fluid, evolving process. The aim, similar
to the methodology adopted for its development, is to engage, educate and share with
all people, focus on intergenerational knowledge exchanges, and be responsive to water
itself in order to fulfill the responsibilities in relation to water. This responsiveness to water
creates a non-hierarchical process of knowledge exchange—where there is a flow back and
forth between everyone involved, creating equitable space and exchanges between Gitiizii
m-inaanik, knowledge keepers and academic researchers [36].
The connection to the life that water brings creates the fluid framework of implementation that ensure community needs and the responsibilities to water are fulfilled. Priorities
for implementation of The Declaration were identified in both the regional engagements
and National Forum and continue to be solicited in the work of the TPU and as part of the
watershed management planning.
As affirmed in The Declaration, water unites us. Its flow and movement connect
everyone within the Treaty #3 territory as a life source and connection to the land. Educating
all people about the sacredness of water and our sacred relationship with water is a core goal
of the implementation of The Declaration. This will allow the sharing of Anishinaabe values
and relationships with Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples alike, create knowledge
exchanges for the protection of water throughout the territory. As part of implementation
priorities, intergenerational knowledge exchange opportunities should be fostered in order
to have everyone within The Nation working to protect water in all its forms.
This includes awareness and support, and opportunities for knowledge exchange.
These opportunities must address the physical, spiritual, and emotional lessons learned
from and with Nibi. This may look different from many people looking to explore their own
relationship with Nibi, and the educational opportunities will be provided to anyone who
is willing to learn and to commit to the respect of Nibi and the core aspirations contained
in The Declaration.
As part of the education strategy, various initiatives have been proposed, including
distributing copies of The Declaration and posting them at key locations, such as public
docks and marinas. In addition, signs will be erected in the territory, a website with key
information will be developed, and opportunities for knowledge exchange (including a
project relating to water songs) will be organized.
Nibi Declaration signs will be placed throughout the Treaty #3 Territory. Starting with
strategic locations at the entrance to the territory in all four directions, these signs will
bring awareness of the sacred relationship between The Anishinaabe Nation and Nibi.
The signs will outline the collective understanding of Nibi and how it should be treated,
emphasizing the key themes of The Declaration:
Nibi has a spirit;
Nibi is life;
Nibi is sacred;
We honor, respect and love Nibi.
The Nibi/Water portal will be created to ensure resources are accessible to all and
provided in mediums adaptive to Treaty #3 youth. The portal will be an online resource that
will mobilize knowledge generated from the Nibi Declaration project and the foundation it
provides for future work. The portal will be comprised of videos, audio recordings, photographs and other engagements aimed at sharing knowledge about Nibi and particularly
relating to language, songs and teachings.
The Nibi Nagamoon (water songs) project will bring together Anishinaabe knowledge
keepers and youth for knowledge exchange about Nibi and particularly the songs that
contain cultural and spiritual knowledge. This gathering will engage participants in the
sharing of traditional teachings, relationships and experiences with Nibi that will explore
normative values on the responsibilities and relationships held between The Anishinaabe
Nation and Nibi. The values and teachings shared as part of this project will create resources
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to be shared on the Treaty #3 water portal and continue to guide the implementation of
The Declaration.
The Nibi Declaration Curriculum will be developed with the guidance and leadership
of Anishinaabe Gitiizii m-inaanik, knowledge keepers and women. This will aim to provide
resources to educators to mobilize data from the Nibi Declaration and the Portal, as
well as other teachings that will support the and cultural retention of Nibi giikendaasowin
(knowledge) and inaakonigewin (law).
One of the core themes of the Nibi Declaration of Treaty #3 is that we all have a sacred
relationship with Nibi, and with this relationship come responsibilities for the care and
protection of water. The teachings and importance of these relationships, as outlined in the
Nibi Declaration, form the foundation and core values on which governance and decisionmaking can take place. As The Declaration undertook a similar process of development
as the Manito Aki Inakonigaawin (Treaty #3 Great Earth Law, providing governance and
guidance in relation to natural resource development and the environment), the two can
provide support to one another in creating a mechanism for continued and reaffirmed
Anishinaabe governance and jurisdiction in the Treaty #3 territory.
The current approach at Grand Council Treaty #3 relating to water governance is the
watershed management planning and Watershed Model. The watershed model utilizes the
vision of the Nibi Declaration to push forward initiatives in the categories of governance,
ceremony, education and outreach, and community-based monitoring. Each of the four
directions of the Treaty #3 watershed model contributes to the overall implementation of
the Nibi Declaration and to the assertion of Anishinaabe jurisdiction as it relates to MAI
and the Nibi Declaration.
Another initiative at GCT3, the community-based Water Monitoring Program (CBM),
contributes to governance and education. This CBM program is a partnership between
GCT3 and Treaty #3 communities in order to collect baseline water monitoring data across
the territory. The purpose of this is to collect data across the territory on a continuous
basis. The data will be used in part to evaluate the cumulative impacts experienced
throughout the territory from historical natural resource development. This CBM program
not only collects data but works with youth and communities to monitor certain factors
of importance and bring opportunities for training through the International Institute for
Sustainable Development—Experimental Lakes Area (IISD-ELA) to interested youth for an
opportunity to learn from researchers, Gitiizii m-inaanik and the land. The data collected will
be included in the Treaty #3 geospatial database. This database will provide a centralized
Treaty #3 hub of information to evaluate and respond to initiatives and development in
the Territory on a Nation scale. The database will also mobilize information and data by
creating a centralized and confidential location for each Treaty #3 Community to store their
data (land use plans, values, interviews, etc.) and to choose to share these resources in
accordance with the principles of Ownership, Control, Access and Possession (OCAP) [39].
This creates data sovereignty within The Nation, impacting the continued affirmation of
self-governance and reliance on Treaty #3 data, relationships, and values as they relate to
decision-making surrounding water and the environment.
The International Joint Commission and Lake of the Woods Control Board are two
examples of non-Indigenous governance structures that either manage or influence regulation throughout the Territory. With the guidance of the Nibi Declaration, partnerships and
discussions are ongoing with both organizations; in order to centralize Nibi Inaakonigewin
principles to water governance in Treaty #3 as exemplified in The Declaration, there is
much work still that needs to continue to move forward.
The assertion of Treaty #3 jurisdiction in water governance is the affirmation and adhesion to Treaty #3 processes that are rooted in ceremony and Anishinaabe Nibi inaakonigewin.
Partnerships between Nations, adaptability and ensuring that community values and feedback are reflected in decision-making will help ensure the common objectives of protecting
water. The principles described in the Nibi Declaration will be essential to good decisionmaking in the Treaty #3 Territory. The Anishinaabe Nation of Treaty #3 will be a leader in
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the stewardship and governance of Nibi throughout the Treaty #3 territory and will help
fulfill sacred relationships and responsibilities to protect water for future generations.
7. In Conclusion: Thoughts towards the Future
The Nibi Declaration reflects the voice and relationship of The Nation to Nibi and
ensures that the spirit of Nibi is foundational to decision-making and water governance
within the territory. Women have a sacred responsibility to water and a relationship to
Creation because of their ability to give life. Therefore, the development of The Declaration,
in accordance with the Treaty #3 lawmaking process, was developed first by women, with
the help of Gitiizii m-inaanik, and with the input of The Nation as a whole through regional
engagements and a National Forum.
Every being on this Earth has a relationship with Nibi accompanied by sets of responsibilities. The importance of ceremony and language in this relationship with Nibi
can be better understood through The Declaration. The Declaration will continue to be
an important reflection of the Anishinaabe worldview and laws for many years to come.
While it is in written and oral form, with a visual representation, it will also evolve, in
relation to the circumstances that present themselves, and parts of The Declaration may
take more prominence at certain times to help deal with various aspects of governance and
maintenance of the relationship with Nibi within the Treaty #3 territory.
Creating the space for the spirit of Nibi in governance processes presents the opportunity for Nibi to guide protection on its own authority. This spiritual guidance from Nibi,
coupled with the Gitiizii m-inaanik knowledge and ceremony, will provide the foundation
for the continued affirmation of Nibi inaakonigewin (water law).
Most importantly, the Nibi Declaration reaffirms that Anishinaabe does not view
water as a resource to be exploited, owned, consumed or commodified. Nibi is rather a
living entity with its own agency and ability to govern itself. The relationship with Nibi is
then required to be one of respect and deference. Anishinaabe inaakonigewin, planning and
governance relating to Nibi is structured around this foundational principle.
The process undertaken during the Nibi Declaration reflects The Nationhood and
sovereignty of The Anishinaabe Nation of Treaty #3, which will continue to assert jurisdiction relating to the environment (MAI) and water (Nibi Declaration). This assertion of
jurisdiction will address cumulative impacts to The Nation and concerns around increasing
natural resource development. The MAI and the Nibi Declaration provide the legal and
regulatory framework from an Anishinaabe legal perspective and engage the principles of
decision-making relating to the territory.
The nation may also contemplate a written water law. It will also consider if the
sacred relationship with water and the recognition of spiritedness and agency might be
given effect through the recognition of legal personhood of water, or of Lake of the Woods,
for example. Collaboration with international Indigenous partners is already underway
to collectively discuss the merits of this approach. Personhood will be considered along
with other mechanisms, rooted in Anishinaabe law and governance, that recognize and
give effect to the spiritedness and agency of water and to help ensure its protection and
future well-being. Future water governance issues in Treaty #3 will be guided by the
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and particularly the right
provided for in article 25 of Indigenous Nations to develop and maintain their spiritual
relationships with water and to preserve that relationship for future generations [19].
The Declaration and the process undertaken to develop The Declaration provide a
mechanism of intergenerational learning and represent an opportunity for future crosscultural and knowledge system learnings to encourage Anishinaabe and western knowledge systems to work together in order to protect water.
This research process was built collectively on the values, traditions and guidance of
The Anishinaabe Nation of Treaty #3 and can provide the framework and guidance for
the present and future research projects that take place in the Territory. This approach
can support stronger partnerships and connectivity between The Nation, communities
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and organizations to ensure water protection in the territory. The Declaration can help
further understandings between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people as a foundation
for continued dialog and potential partnerships. Water is our lifeblood and connects
all Indigenous and non-Indigenous people. Every person has a relationship with water,
and the process of nurturing that relationship through the teachings exemplified in the
implementation of the Nibi Declaration will provide clarity on the responsibilities and
partnerships that must be developed to protect the water for future generations.
The Anishinaabe Nation will continue to care for water and the spirit of Nibi through
gatherings, water walks, and feasts. Each of these recognizing the importance and connection to Nibi and the water’s ability to bring The Anishinaabe Nation and others together in
order to care for and protect Nibi.
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